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Federal Trade Commission Finally Wins
a Hospital Merger Challenge
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently prevailed in a challenge to a hospital merger –
the first successful hospital merger challenge since 1990. The FTC ruled on August 6, 2007, that
Evanston Northwestern Healthcare Corporation’s (ENH) acquisition of Highland Park Hospital
(Highland Park) was anticompetitive and violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. In reversing an
18-year series of decisions favoring hospitals in hospital merger cases, the decision is significant for
several reasons:
1.

The FTC brought this challenge as a Part 3 administrative proceeding in Washington, D.C. –
not an injunction action in federal court where the hospitals were located.

2.

The case was an unusual retrospective look at a merger that had been consummated in
2000, and the FTC had an extensive record of empirical pricing data to determine the effect
of the merger.

3.

The FTC’s market definition rejected relying only on the standard Elzinga-Hogarty test
that focuses on patient travel patterns to determine potential market power in the relevant
geographic market, but, instead, emphasized the substantial price increases charged by the
hospitals after the merger to demonstrate the merger substantially reduced competition.

4.

The FTC’s remedy was not the usual structural remedy of divestiture, but was an injunction to
prevent coordinated contract negotiations between ENH and Highland Park.

Case Background
On January 1, 2000, ENH and Highland Park merged after having completed the normal Pre-Merger
Notification under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act (HSR Act). Two years later, the FTC announced it was
going to review several consummated hospital mergers to determine if the mergers had subsequently
resulted in anticompetitive price increases. This review was prompted by the FTC’s desire to
understand better the impact of hospital mergers, particularly in light of the seven straight unsuccessful
challenges in court since 1990 by both the FTC and the Justice Department Antitrust Division.
As a result of this retrospective review the FTC filed its challenge in 2004 to the ENH/Highland Park
merger. The FTC’s complaint, which was the only case filed as a result of the FTC’s retrospective
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review, alleged that, following the acquisition, ENH raised the prices charged to health insurers far
above price increases of other comparable hospitals. (The price increases were in some cases 34
to 113 percent higher than other Chicago-area hospitals.)

The ALJ Decision: October 2005
By conducting a retrospective Part 3 administrative trial, the FTC avoided going to federal court in the
hospitals’ jurisdiction, and the FTC was able to develop a fulsome factual record over the eight-week
trial that included over 1,600 exhibits and 42 witnesses. Thus, the factual record was much more
complete than would have been possible in a typical preliminary injunction hearing in federal court,
where the FTC would have attempted to show the potential market power resulting from the merger.
The FTC staff alleged that the relevant geographic market consisted of the triangular area bordered
by the three ENH hospitals along the shore of Lake Michigan in the northern suburbs of Chicago.
The staff alleged the relevant product market was general acute care inpatient services sold by
hospitals to private health insurance companies. The staff relied heavily on econometric evidence
showing that the hospitals had dramatically increased prices to payors after the merger, a fact that
even the hospitals’ economic expert acknowledged. The staff also focused on internal memoranda
and announcements by hospital executives about the purpose of the merger and the effect of the
merger in achieving significant price increases.
Nearly five years after the consummation of the merger, Chief FTC ALJ Stephen J. McGuire ruled in
favor of the FTC in October 2005 and ordered ENH’s full divestiture of Highland Park within 180 days.
Judge McGuire did not agree with the staff’s narrow geographic market, but he concluded ENH’s
acquisition of Highland Park resulted in “substantially lessened competition” and higher prices for
insurers and health care consumers for general acute care inpatient services sold to managed care
organizations (MCOs) in a cluster of seven hospitals, including the three ENH hospitals, in Chicago’s
North Shore area.
In reviewing this evidence, the ALJ rejected ENH’s alternative, benign explanations for the
price increases and arguments about the merger’s procompetitive benefits and rejected ENH’s
argument that the relevant geographic market should have included at least six other Chicagoarea hospitals.

The Commission Opinion: August 2007
More than a year after oral argument in this case, the FTC affirmed the ALJ’s liability decision by a
5-0 vote. The FTC ruled that the evidence “demonstrates that the transaction enabled the merged
firm to exercise market power and that the resulting anticompetitive effects were not offset by mergerspecific efficiencies.”
The FTC based its holding in part on the econometric analysis performed by both parties. After a
lengthy discussion of the econometric methods, results and implications, the FTC stated that the
economic data demonstrated unequivocally that post-merger prices to MCOs had risen substantially
more than other Chicago-area hospitals’ prices (e.g., prices were higher to Aetna by 30 to73 percent;
United 34 to 113 percent; BCBS 1 to 16 percent; Great West 13 to 27 percent), and that it was highly



unlikely that these increases resulted from causes other than the merged entity’s ability to exercise
and leverage its market power. Notably, the FTC agreed with the staff that the product market was
negotiation with MCOs to provide inpatient acute care hospital services, and that the market excluded
out-patient services. The FTC also agreed with the staff that the relevant geographic market could
be limited to the area bounded by the three ENH hospitals and rejected the ALJ’s broader market
area of seven hospitals. Significantly, the FTC noted that the traditional Elzinga-Hogarty test for
determining relevant geographic markets by patient flow was inappropriate in a service industry where
differentiated products or services are sold. The Elzinga-Hogarty test had previously been the death
knell for the FTC in challenging hospital mergers because the test resulted in courts defining very
broad hospital markets in which the mergers had an insignificant impact.
The FTC’s opinion also emphasized the documentary and testimonial evidence of ENH management.
For example, post-merger documents showed that ENH attributed the price increases in large part to
enhanced bargaining leverage with payors made possible by the merger. In fact, minutes from an ENH
board meeting held less than one year after the merger reflected that “some $24 million of revenue
enhancements” were achieved as a result of MCO renegotiations. An ENH executive observed that
“none of this could have been achieved by either Evanston or Highland Park alone.” ENH’s stated
pre-merger objectives were also emphasized by the FTC, based on documentary evidence involving
ENH and its consultants. ENH’s consultants wrote that the “merger provides the opportunity to reduce
costs ... and negotiate contracts with payors from a stronger position.” The FTC’s reliance on these
statements, taken in conjunction with the use of similar pre-merger statements in the pending Whole
Foods-Wild Oats merger challenge, indicates the FTC’s continued willingness to utilize documents,
especially emails, revealing merging parties’ views of the merger and the market as evidence of actual
or potential competitive harm.
The FTC rejected ENH’s justifications for the price increases, such as the natural increase of hospital
costs over time, improvements in quality leading to increased demand, and that ENH was charging
below-market prices prior to the merger. In large measure, the FTC questioned the veracity of
such alternate explanations, focusing on the internal statements by ENH’s management. The FTC
concluded, based on the economic data associated with the alternative explanations, that even if
ENH’s more conservative analysis of 9 to 10 percent price increases was to be believed, the increases
were still significant enough to be anticompetitive. The FTC also rejected the arguments or defenses
that Highland Park was a “weakened company” financially, or that the nonprofit status of the hospitals
lessened the potential for anticompetitive harm.
In fashioning a remedy, however, the FTC disagreed with the ALJ that full divestiture was needed.
While noting that divestiture is the normal remedy in a merger challenge under Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, the FTC acknowledged the unique facts of this retrospective challenge and the “high
costs inherent in the separation of hospitals that have functioned as a merged entity for seven years.”
Rather than affirm a remedy that would sacrifice efficiencies now created by the merged firms,
(primarily the development of a cardiac surgery department at Highland Park and the implementation
at Highland Park of a state-of-the art medical record computer system) the FTC ordered ENH to
establish separate and independent contract-negotiating teams in order to allow MCOs to negotiate
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separately with Highland Park and Evanston. The FTC’s Order gives ENH 30 days to submit a
proposal for implementing the remedy.
Although the FTC’s decision may still be appealed to a federal appeals court, the ruling is significant
as a rare government merger victory in the hospital industry. On the other hand, the proposed
remedy may be very cumbersome to implement, and it is not too dissimilar from the alternative
remedy proposed by ENH in its appeal of the ALJ decision. Thus, the FTC decision can be viewed
as a partial victory for ENH – although an expensive victory, given that ENH reportedly paid over $30
million in legal fees.

Conclusion and Implications
Federal antitrust enforcement agencies have experienced a string of setbacks in court over the past
17 years in cases seeking to enjoin hospital mergers before their consummation. If the FTC staff had
lost this challenge, then, for all intents and purposes, the government would effectively have ended its
review of hospital mergers. Unless ENH reverses this decision on appeal, this decision will reaffirm
that the FTC still has an active antitrust enforcement role to play in hospital mergers. The FTC’s focus
on a very narrow geographic market may have an impact on how it will view other hospital mergers
in large urban areas, and it is questionable whether a federal court would agree with such a narrow
view of the market. The decision also underscores the danger of merging entities getting “greedy”
with significantly large post-merger price increases and with internal and public announcements about
being able to achieve price increases.
While this is one of the rare situations where an enforcement agency has challenged a completed
merger, it serves as a significant reminder that the agencies can challenge anticompetitive conduct
even after HSR review. Although in this case the FTC did not order structural relief by way of a
divestiture, the FTC strongly signaled that a divestiture remedy would normally be “preferred” for any
Section 7 violations. The full FTC stopped short of holding that there need be no proof of relevant
geographical and product markets where the record establishes that the transaction has produced
unilateral anticompetitive effects. Nevertheless, that is a position that Commissioners Rosch and
Leibowitz would have supported. The case demonstrates that the FTC will conduct a rigorous
econometric analysis of mergers where such data is available.
Finally the decision is a practical reminder that merging companies should carefully monitor their
creation of pre- and post-merger documents to avoid potentially inadvertent and incorrect descriptions
of the transaction’s goals, aspects and likely market impact.
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